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Personalised Tack
Locker
Reference: TAC55

£310.00

Personalised Tack Locker Personalised Tack Locker N45813 is our very special
personalised tack locker. For those of you who like something a little bit different and
special then this is the item for you, we can put any image you wish onto the front of
the tack locker. Just send us your favourite photo and we can print it onto the door, it
would be a 1 off item that is totally unique to you. Comes fitted with all the same as
our standard 2 saddle tack locker, H-150cm x D-60cm x W-60cm. Please note that
the image would be better in portrait form rather than landscape as it will need to be
stretched and narrowed to fit the tack locker door. Saddle Size? Please check the size
of your saddle before ordering and make sure it fits in the locker you are choosing.
We can not accept returns if your saddle is too large. Option to add identification
plaque Many of our customers have asked us to make Identification Plaques for this
item. Potential reason for identification Helps to identify your horse's locker, could be
your name or to identify the items inside. Provides an identity for the locker / cabinet
so that other riders / users don't access it! Provides a professional image to the item
and stabling area. Can also be used to identify the type of feed stored inside this
item. Label the feed compartments to ensure the right feed is emptied into the
correct compartment! Prevents accidental theft of your feed or items inside. Main
features of the plaque Made for High density white Acrylic and laser written with
black text. The Plaque size is 120mm wide x 75mm high, 1.6mm thick. Has a strong
self-adhesive contact backing for you to apply to the item in the position of your
choice. Once selected we will contact you for the name / text required. Additional
quantities can be made if required and larger plaque sizes are available upon
request. Delivery time on this product is 2 weeks
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